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ABSTRACT
Background: Adherence to treatment is defined as the extent to which a person’s behavior in taking medication, following a diet,
and executing lifestyle changes, corresponds with agreed recommendations from a healthcare provider; that is necessary to prevent
the complications associated diabetes. However adherence to treatment in people with type 2 is poor. Thus this study has been
implemented to explore the process of adherence to treatment in order to understand the perception and experience of this group
of patients.
Materials and Methods: A grounded theory research design was used incorporating in-depth interviews to collect the data from
people with type 2 diabetes and their health providers. Data were collected between from December 2015 to July 2016. Constant
comparative analysis was undertaken to identify key categories.
Results: Participants indicated the adherence to treatment process for patients with diabetes includes escape from tension at the
time of diagnosis, rethinking, seeking support and safe care, and ultimately being decided to follow the treatment. The stages of this
process do not mean that all people experience all these stages, and necessarily this path ends with the adherence to treatment, but
it seems that most people are constantly wandering between these stages to achieve their desired status.
Conclusion: The process of adherence to treatment consists of several distinct but interconnected phases. The findings will help
health professionals develop a deeper understanding of how Iranian people with diabetes become adhere to treatment.

Keywords: Adherence Process, People with Diabetes, Grounded theory, Iran.

1. INTRODUCTION
The incidence of diabetes has risen rapidly in the last century, and the morbidity and mortality resulting from this epidemic have
created enormous health problems for human societies (1). Living with diabetes affects all aspects of a person’s life; because
diabetes is a lifelong condition and has a significant impact on the person’s quality of life as well as that of the family owing to the
chronic complications (2). Consequently, diabetes represents an exorbitant cost burden to the person with diabetes and to society
(3). Nonetheless; it is possible for the person to lead a normal life. For this to occur, people with diabetes need to understand that
they have to make some important contextual and cultural decisions regarding their lifestyles in order to self-manage their disease
and adopt a healthy lifestyle (4, 5, 6). However, despite strong clinical recommendations for individuals with a history of diabetes to
adopt a healthier lifestyle, adherence to treatment (specially improved diet and exercise) is poor (7, 8). Although type 2 diabetes
usually occurs in people over the age of 40 years, it is becoming increasingly common in children, adolescents and young adults due
to reduced physical activity and unhealthy eating patterns, leading to obesity (9).

To achieve an adherence to treatment attitude is a complicated process taking place over time (10). Treatment team can assist
diabetic people to decrease their time and achieve to treatment adherence as quickly as possible in order to prevent irreversible side
effects of diabetes, by recognition of experience and perception of this group of patients' about adherence to treatment (11) and
influential factors and conditions in treatment adherence (12). Given the unique characteristics of Iranian culture and context and the
lack of research findings in this regard in people with type 2 diabetes in Iran, the present study was conducted to recognize the
experience and understanding of this group of patients.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study the qualitative, grounded theory method was used. The advantage of using grounded theory was that it is concerned
with real-life experiences rather than abstract concepts about adherence to treatment and people’s world views rather than the
abstract world, and is an ideal way to study people’s life worlds through social processes and social interactions (13).

The participants were selected purposively from experienced people with type 2 diabetes and willing to share their experiences.
They were recruited from hospitals, diabetes associations and rural health centers in Iran. Theoretical sampling was used in order to
focus the data collection, enrich the categories that emerged and guide ‘where to go’ for the coming data collection (14). Therefore,
there were two categories of participants: people with type 2diabetes and health professionals: 22 people with type 2diabetes (8
men and 14 women, aged 36-72 years, diagnosed for 2-21 years) and 3 health professionals (physicians, nurse, and nutritionist).
Sampling and selecting the participants lasted from December 2015 to July 2016, and it was continued up to saturation of data (25
participants).

Data were collected using in-depth unstructured interviews. The major focuses of the interviews’ questions were:"How did you
feel when the diabetes diagnosis was given to you?", "Have you followed any recommended treatment since your disease was
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diagnosis?", "which times did not you follow the recommended treatment?", "What problems did you faced with them to follow the
treatment? ","How did you cope with these problems?”, "Please explain a normal day of your life for me". In addition, probing
questions were asked to follow the participants’ thoughts and bring clarification to the participants’ responses during the interviews.

Each interview lasted between 40 and 120 min. Participants were interviewed from one to three times depending on the need to
clarify or verify data. The interviews were audio taped and transcribed verbatim before data analysis was undertaken. Field notes
were recorded to capture non-verbal information and note the researcher’s reflective processes. The participants’ were encouraged
to speak freely and recount their personal experiences of diabetes. Interview questions were broad and open-ended, designed
initially to identify concepts. Data collection continued until saturation was reached. Saturation occurred when no new codes or
categories emerged from analysis of the data (13).

Data analysis was undertaken using constant comparative analysis (Corbin and Strauss, 2008) and consisted of four stages:
analyzing data for concepts, analyzing data for context, bringing process into the analyzing, integrating categories (13).

Approval to conduct the study was granted by the Ethics Committees of Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences in Iran.
Potential participants were informed that participation in the study was voluntary and they could withdraw at any time, their
confidentiality would be maintained, and that no individual would be identified in any publications arising from the study.

The trustworthiness of the categories and codes was established as follows. After coding the data by the first researcher, the
transcripts and codes were examined by participants and the co-researchers. This process was continued until most of the transcript
had been absorbed. The researchers discussed similarities and differences in their coding and compared categories to develop a
preliminary category list. Then, the first researcher compared the list of categories with the original transcripts, searching for data
that supported or rejected the preliminary categories. Another round of discussion among the researchers resulted in an amended
version of the category list. The researchers continued the iterative process of categorization until consensus was reached.

3. RESULTS
Results revealed that the process of adherence to treatment in Iranian people with diabetes is a continued development from the
initial state of avoiding from reality of a disease, in which the patients give more apportunity for disease to develop as they shos
reactions such as not taking the disease serious and denying the problem, resorting to spiritualities, and comparing his conditions
with worse conditions of others. Until in the next step, by rethinking to change their high-risk habits and behaviors, are looking for
ways to overcome to this situation. Ultimately, with the motivation of restoring their health and making decisive decision to adhere
to treatment, they act to prevent further problems. The goals of person in all stages of this process are to maintain calm and normal
life. However, dependence on unhealthy habits and false beliefs of lifestyle are main problems that these people are faced with them
and theseproblems end through the process of adherence to treatment.

Findings extracted from experiences of patients with adherence to treatment were classified in four main themes:
 Avoiding tension
 Rethinking
 Looking for support and safe care
 Intent to adherence to treatment

Avoiding tension:
Different people show various reactions facing with a disease, which some of them are positive and some others are negative.
People reaction will be different, depending on their perception of threat and the level of stress that they perceive from change. One
of the reactions to a disease as a stressful condition is avoiding from a stressful situation which people try to make peace within
them.

Not taking the disease serious/ problem denial:
People with diabetes tried to control their condition and escape from the fear of getting sick within themselves by thinking less
about the disease and by reasoning and denying the problem show the conditions are normal for themselves. For example, a 36
years old woman also said: "I eat usually any food; I do not like to think that I am different from others, because it [my disease] is not
very serious. My blood sugar is borderline, I take metformin twice per day, and I do not have any problem, thanks God (P2)”.

Resorting to spiritualities:
Getting help from spiritual beliefs and religious was one of the strategies that people with diabetes used for avoid tension and
remove stress resulting from disease. Because resorting to supernatural power caused people to view the problems differently and
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led to increased tolerance. A 44 years old woman with diabetes said: "God relieves me, prayer helps me, otherwise with all the
problems that I have in my life, along with disease and the treatment, I did not know what to do" (p11)”.

Patience in facing with problems:
Patience means resist and withstand against problems and difficulties. Its opposite is intolerance, loss of resistance, and to surrender
to problems. Patients reported that patience is required to cope with current situations considering the chronic and prolonged
nature of diabetes, because patience enhances their capacity to withstand against physical and mental problems associated with the
diseases. A 56 years old diabetic man stated: “life is difficult, and diabetes made it more difficult, I endured all of its difficulties … if I
had no patience, I would have been died. I owe everything to my patience, because it helped me to cope with it (P1) ".

Comparison with conditions of others:
Another strategy provided much help for diabetic people was comparing their own conditions with other people conditions,
because when they compared their existing conditions with worse conditions of others, they felt better and felt less distress than
their diseases. A 47 years old diabetic man stated: “When I compare myself with people suffering from cancer or any incurable
disease, I say, thank God, I have no serious disease (P16)”.

Rethinking
When people realized that they are faced with a progressive chronic disease and have lost time for any reason and their treatment
has been delayed, they usually rethought on their performance and regretted for their negligence led to disease and loss of health,
and they were motivated to restore their health.

Regretting for neglecting, motivation to restore health:
The patient’s desire to follow the treatment and ask for help occurs when the person realizes the importance of his/her health; and
feeling regret from negligence in self-care triggers his/her move toward follow-up the treatment. This strategy is so important
because without patient’s desire to follow the treatment, taking any step by the treatment team, family, and society will be
ineffective. A 38 years old diabetic man stated in this regard: "Now that I got sick, I do not want the situation worse than it is,
because if I took care of myself before, I would not sick; and now that I am sick, I have to control it which does not get too much
(P10)”.

Looking for support and safe care
People with diabetes were trying to manage the changes caused by diseases in their lives by looking for support and safe care.

Looking for therapeutic supports:
People with diabetes tried to make use of the experience of skillful physicians and people everywhere and use the facilities provided
by medical centers. This strategy helped them have better treatment and care and find higher motivation to take care of themselves.
It also helped them complete their therapeutic course and fewer getting into trouble of recurrence of disease symptoms,
complications of disease, frequently hospitalizations and related costs. A 56 years old man with diabetes stated: "I decided to find
the best specialists and hospitals. This decision gave me better life motivation. It made me feel better, be more careful of myself and
follow the recommendations of the physician as far as possible (P1)”.

Looking for family support:
Person with diabetes in confronting with reality of disease and therapeutic ways is looking for help and solutions from others
especially from his/her family members. While he does not want to make the family to be involved in such situation, but he/she
knows that their involvement will facilitate the process of adherence to treatment and he/she will find more peace of mind. For
example, a 47 years old diabetic woman said: "If all members of family adhere and eat same type of food, do exercise with each
other, you will not feel that you are patient, you did not feel that you are taking diet. I needed such help and everything was easier
for me in this way (P6)”.

Searching information:
Patient uses various information resources such as Internet, mass media, books, health employees, and other patients to cope with
challenges of multi-dimensional treatment, to prevent side effects of disease, and to achieve independence in self-care, one finds
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led to increased tolerance. A 44 years old woman with diabetes said: "God relieves me, prayer helps me, otherwise with all the
problems that I have in my life, along with disease and the treatment, I did not know what to do" (p11)”.

Patience in facing with problems:
Patience means resist and withstand against problems and difficulties. Its opposite is intolerance, loss of resistance, and to surrender
to problems. Patients reported that patience is required to cope with current situations considering the chronic and prolonged
nature of diabetes, because patience enhances their capacity to withstand against physical and mental problems associated with the
diseases. A 56 years old diabetic man stated: “life is difficult, and diabetes made it more difficult, I endured all of its difficulties … if I
had no patience, I would have been died. I owe everything to my patience, because it helped me to cope with it (P1) ".

Comparison with conditions of others:
Another strategy provided much help for diabetic people was comparing their own conditions with other people conditions,
because when they compared their existing conditions with worse conditions of others, they felt better and felt less distress than
their diseases. A 47 years old diabetic man stated: “When I compare myself with people suffering from cancer or any incurable
disease, I say, thank God, I have no serious disease (P16)”.

Rethinking
When people realized that they are faced with a progressive chronic disease and have lost time for any reason and their treatment
has been delayed, they usually rethought on their performance and regretted for their negligence led to disease and loss of health,
and they were motivated to restore their health.

Regretting for neglecting, motivation to restore health:
The patient’s desire to follow the treatment and ask for help occurs when the person realizes the importance of his/her health; and
feeling regret from negligence in self-care triggers his/her move toward follow-up the treatment. This strategy is so important
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by medical centers. This strategy helped them have better treatment and care and find higher motivation to take care of themselves.
It also helped them complete their therapeutic course and fewer getting into trouble of recurrence of disease symptoms,
complications of disease, frequently hospitalizations and related costs. A 56 years old man with diabetes stated: "I decided to find
the best specialists and hospitals. This decision gave me better life motivation. It made me feel better, be more careful of myself and
follow the recommendations of the physician as far as possible (P1)”.

Looking for family support:
Person with diabetes in confronting with reality of disease and therapeutic ways is looking for help and solutions from others
especially from his/her family members. While he does not want to make the family to be involved in such situation, but he/she
knows that their involvement will facilitate the process of adherence to treatment and he/she will find more peace of mind. For
example, a 47 years old diabetic woman said: "If all members of family adhere and eat same type of food, do exercise with each
other, you will not feel that you are patient, you did not feel that you are taking diet. I needed such help and everything was easier
for me in this way (P6)”.

Searching information:
Patient uses various information resources such as Internet, mass media, books, health employees, and other patients to cope with
challenges of multi-dimensional treatment, to prevent side effects of disease, and to achieve independence in self-care, one finds
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information to observe recommended therapeutic diet properly, and accordingly.A 38 years old diabetic man stated in this regard: “I
was looking for more information, ranging from TV programs to the Internet and nurses. I learned so much from them (P10)". In
addition diabetic people, their family members are using various solutions to get information to help them in observing therapeutics
diet and having normal life.  A 54 years old woman with diabetes stated: “My daughter purchases always diabetes association
journals and she provides their useful information for me. She attends in classes with me, and she is looking for more information
than I am (P5)”.

Intent to adherence to treatment
In the path of overcoming disease problems, a diabetic person is determined to adhere to treatment in order to facilitate achieving
therapeutic goals. By adopting this strategy, he/she in fact leaves the initial passive state and by flexibility in therapeutic program,
he/she undertakes the responsibility of self-caring, and takes steps to solve the problems associated with his disease.

Flexibility:
The flexibility of persons against various therapeutic measures and changing the lifestyle help them overcome the problems of lack
of observing the treatment. Participants believed that they should change their performance or beliefs to adapt their life programs
with recommendations of health system employees to maintain their health. This means their flexibility and leaving their resistance.
A 50-year old diabetic woman stated: “From the beginning I did not think that these diets are necessary, it was so hard for me to
observe them, so that I realized I am making mistake and my health is in risk, and if I want to improve, I should be flexible and follow
the treatment program (P4)”.

Responsibility:
The diebetic person’s awareness of potential risks of disease and his unique situation can create a sense of responsibility for him to
take care of his health.Some of the participants stated that they undertook actively the responsibility of taking care of themselves in
this situation and took steps to solve their health-related problems. A 54 years old diabetic woman stated: “I do any work that I can
do alone, the work that I cannot do it with my children. When I cooperate with my family in performing the works, not only it
becomes easier to me to perform it, but also I learn performing my works gradually (P5).

4. DISCUSSION
Adherence to treatment in Iranian diabetic patients is a context base (the level of knowledge of threat, nature of disease, social
environment) and interactive process, which aims to bring peace of mind and normal life for patients. It is affected by various
factors. Creating key changes and development in lifestyle in consistent with the therapeutic recommendations is very difficult for
most of people suffering from type II diabetes, due to their age conditions needing more resistance against any change. To create
such changes, they required increased knowledge and awareness, time to adapt, change the beliefs, and trust in employees of
health system to create a sense of conscientiousness in them and undertake the responsibility of their own treatment .Results of
reseeach carried out by Lam et al (2014) also revealed that patients suffering from chronic disease undergo a three-stage process for
adherence to treatment. These stages include encountering with disease passivly (Phase 1), acquring expereince through trial and
error and observing the body reaction to controlling the disease (phase 2), and taking practical action and long-term adherence to
treatment and having normal life with disease and treatment (phase 3). This process follows a dynamic and nonlinear state in which
patients are trying to achieve stability (15). In fact, the chronic nature of diabetes and the need for lifelong adeherence to
recommended treatment make it necessary to create great changes in life style of the patient and his family.  Based on results of this
research, one’s dependence on improper past habits  (lack of observing health behaviors since beginning of life), as potential factor
for diabetes was due to opposition, lack of adapting, and creating challenge in adherence to the treatment and health behaviors.
Thus, creaitng great behavioral changes and adhering to a complex diet to control the diabetes requires group effort by patient, his
family members, and treatment team to create changes in their lifestyle and maximize self-care and independence in patient.The
important point is time required by patient to be adapted with new conditions, which all attempts are made to reduce this time and
to achieve adherence to treatment by patient as quickly as possible in order to prevent irreversible side effects of the disease. Based
on results of this research, diabetic people do not take their disease serious when encountering with it, due to lack of serious health
problems, and they try to show that everything is normal and deny the problem. This is due to the chronic nature of diabetes, so
that many of patients are not aware of serious symptoms of disease. For this reason, when their disease is diagnosed, they do not
have understanding of existing threat and conditions, do not pay attention to their disease and its treatment, and consider their life
process normal and they try to keep it normal and refuse changing their previous roles. For this reason, they are doubtful in
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error and observing the body reaction to controlling the disease (phase 2), and taking practical action and long-term adherence to
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recommended treatment make it necessary to create great changes in life style of the patient and his family.  Based on results of this
research, one’s dependence on improper past habits  (lack of observing health behaviors since beginning of life), as potential factor
for diabetes was due to opposition, lack of adapting, and creating challenge in adherence to the treatment and health behaviors.
Thus, creaitng great behavioral changes and adhering to a complex diet to control the diabetes requires group effort by patient, his
family members, and treatment team to create changes in their lifestyle and maximize self-care and independence in patient.The
important point is time required by patient to be adapted with new conditions, which all attempts are made to reduce this time and
to achieve adherence to treatment by patient as quickly as possible in order to prevent irreversible side effects of the disease. Based
on results of this research, diabetic people do not take their disease serious when encountering with it, due to lack of serious health
problems, and they try to show that everything is normal and deny the problem. This is due to the chronic nature of diabetes, so
that many of patients are not aware of serious symptoms of disease. For this reason, when their disease is diagnosed, they do not
have understanding of existing threat and conditions, do not pay attention to their disease and its treatment, and consider their life
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accepting the treatment and changing the life style. However, Torresan et al., (2015) showed that other chronic patients, such as
patients suffering from heart failure or cancer, are taking drugs regularly and adhere to treatment without question and doubt, due
to nature of the disease and symptoms such as pain (16).  Although doubt on being patient and challenging with disease occur as a
natural reaction in people with type II diabetes, as long as the patient has an opportunity to think on treatment, some patients may
spend much at this stage, leading to lost opportunity for preventing side effects and problems associated with disease. Thus,
training diabetic people and healthy people before being affected through free training programs at health centers can be useful in
understanding the risks of disease and having timely response to disease and change in lifestyle.  Another strategy that participants
used to cope with stressful situation was resorting to spirituality and asking help from religious beliefs, while this attitude was not an
effective in adherence to the treatment. However, some studies stress that spirituality reduces the fear of disease by patient and it
results in increased motivation for continued treatment (17, 18). Considering the importance of the spirituality factor in lifestyle and
mental conditions of Iranian patients, it is necessary to pay attention to this factor in their training and counseling. By strengthening
or creating positive spiritual beliefs, the spiritual support necessary to overcome the stresses resulting from disease and treatment
will be provided for them. Finally, in facing with effects of diabetes on everyday life, work life and social relations, diabetic people
showed feelings like guilty, shame, anger toward themselves, and regretted for lack of care. It led to decisions to manage diabetes
based on treatment recommendations. This result was in line with result of study conducted by Perez et al (2008) (19). The key
finding of this study suggests that participants adopted such decisions before creation of significant effects of disease on quality of
life in light of their knowledge and experience of diabetes. Hence, as diabetes is potentially a serious disease, this awareness and
motivation was created through structured training programs and encouraging diabetic people to follow the treatment through
therapeutic counseling, before starting of disease symptoms to improve adaptation and life quality. Results of this study reveal that
patients require training and learning after diagnosing their diabetes and participants in this study could realize the nature of study
and manage the incidence of disease symptoms and side effects in line with their life style. Sparud-Lundin (2008) also considered
scientific knowledge exchange useful for patients in diagnosing the disease (20). In light of accessing to knowledge and
subsequently adherence to treatment and adapting with it, diabetic people use trial and error to achieve wisdom and adherence to
treatment as quickly as possible and without side effects. In fact, if care program is planned through encouraging the active
participation of patient by treatment team in the shortest time, the time to achieve adaptation will be shorter and the fewer side
effects will be created for patient. In fact, the support provided by treatment team gives the patient opportunity to obtain
information and experience, and to be adapted with treatment and changes in life style as quickly as possible and with minimum
side effects. Other researchers also believe that patients who have flexibility in learning, treatment, and social support will be
adapted with their disease and this adaptation will results in improved quality of life (21, 22). Hence, a flexible system, including
patient, family and treatment is required to integrate care in everyday activities, which is associated with active involvement of
patient and coordination of family and treatment team, and strengthening their follow-up.

5. CONCLUSION
Recognizing that why diabetic patients don't adhere to their treatment, how they think on their social and cultural contexts, and
what is their understanding of diabetes and its treatment, how they can change their views and beliefs, and act differently by
developing the thinking and interaction with others through health training and counseling, can be useful for members of treatment
team in Iran and other countries dealing with Iranian diabetic people.
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understanding the risks of disease and having timely response to disease and change in lifestyle.  Another strategy that participants
used to cope with stressful situation was resorting to spirituality and asking help from religious beliefs, while this attitude was not an
effective in adherence to the treatment. However, some studies stress that spirituality reduces the fear of disease by patient and it
results in increased motivation for continued treatment (17, 18). Considering the importance of the spirituality factor in lifestyle and
mental conditions of Iranian patients, it is necessary to pay attention to this factor in their training and counseling. By strengthening
or creating positive spiritual beliefs, the spiritual support necessary to overcome the stresses resulting from disease and treatment
will be provided for them. Finally, in facing with effects of diabetes on everyday life, work life and social relations, diabetic people
showed feelings like guilty, shame, anger toward themselves, and regretted for lack of care. It led to decisions to manage diabetes
based on treatment recommendations. This result was in line with result of study conducted by Perez et al (2008) (19). The key
finding of this study suggests that participants adopted such decisions before creation of significant effects of disease on quality of
life in light of their knowledge and experience of diabetes. Hence, as diabetes is potentially a serious disease, this awareness and
motivation was created through structured training programs and encouraging diabetic people to follow the treatment through
therapeutic counseling, before starting of disease symptoms to improve adaptation and life quality. Results of this study reveal that
patients require training and learning after diagnosing their diabetes and participants in this study could realize the nature of study
and manage the incidence of disease symptoms and side effects in line with their life style. Sparud-Lundin (2008) also considered
scientific knowledge exchange useful for patients in diagnosing the disease (20). In light of accessing to knowledge and
subsequently adherence to treatment and adapting with it, diabetic people use trial and error to achieve wisdom and adherence to
treatment as quickly as possible and without side effects. In fact, if care program is planned through encouraging the active
participation of patient by treatment team in the shortest time, the time to achieve adaptation will be shorter and the fewer side
effects will be created for patient. In fact, the support provided by treatment team gives the patient opportunity to obtain
information and experience, and to be adapted with treatment and changes in life style as quickly as possible and with minimum
side effects. Other researchers also believe that patients who have flexibility in learning, treatment, and social support will be
adapted with their disease and this adaptation will results in improved quality of life (21, 22). Hence, a flexible system, including
patient, family and treatment is required to integrate care in everyday activities, which is associated with active involvement of
patient and coordination of family and treatment team, and strengthening their follow-up.

5. CONCLUSION
Recognizing that why diabetic patients don't adhere to their treatment, how they think on their social and cultural contexts, and
what is their understanding of diabetes and its treatment, how they can change their views and beliefs, and act differently by
developing the thinking and interaction with others through health training and counseling, can be useful for members of treatment
team in Iran and other countries dealing with Iranian diabetic people.
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